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Summary The country's law and order is at its lowest point in decades. Police corruption and brutality is rampant. Criminals are
winning the war against the police. Prakash Rana is a computer engineer who aspires to do something bigger than just give
millions of lives the benefits of computer engineering. As a young man, he was inspired by the fight for women's rights, and
later he founded a grassroots social media campaign to help the marginalized. His efforts were met with threats, and he was then
forced to leave the country. But he doesn't back down, he is dedicated to making India's politicians and police listen to the
people, and finally he will fight corruption, even if he has to die in the process. Current Status Active Genre: Action, Drama
Status: 16 episodes Production Company: MAIF Original Network: Hindi Franchise: Crime An Indian web-series by MAIF for
Investigation Discovery. Tulu is a bustling city on the banks of the Tungabhadra River, with many colleges and universities.
Delhi Das, a respected financial investor, returns home for good to get married to Vidya, a medical student at a top local
university. Das has always been in love with Vidya, who is scared to marry a financially successful man. Her brother, a
renowned cardiologist, who keeps a close watch on his sister, decides to test her character and bring out the best in her. Play
Cast Plot Loan shark Raju (Shaji Rao) is convinced that Tulu is too cheap and can be better, and plans to use his power to
dominate the region. He starts by fining Das for being in financial debt. Das is later involved in a chain of attacks by moles that
sabotage his businesses, and he is forced to give in to their demands. Das' brother, Dr. Krishnakant, a cardiologist, tells him the
doctors at the hospital can do more for Tulu, by providing quality medicine at a lower cost. He also warns him of the danger of
being married to a man whose sole goal is money. When a crucial meeting with the banks fails, Das tells the debt collectors to
leave him alone if he loses his last penny. They see this as an act of defiance and threaten to kill him. Das runs away and is soon
stopped by the police. But they are corrupt, and Raju 82157476af
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